Deep Cleaning For Cat Kennels
The Companion Sheet to our Video Tutorial

You’ll Need:

- Gloves
- 1.5 gallon pump-up foamer
- Clean rags or paper towels
- Fresh litter and pans
- Trash can
- Receptacle for reusable items
- Fresh food and water bowls
- Clean toys

1. Remove all items and debris from kennel
2. Using foamer wand, lightly spray disinfectant across kennel ceilings and across the top of the kennel walls in both sides of the cage
3. Close both kennel doors and spray through the doors, aiming downward across the floor
4. Use a clean cloth or hand brush to spread the disinfectant and scrub all surfaces, working from top to bottom
5. Paying close attention to corners, portals, hinges and latches, scrub the inside and outside of the kennel door
6. Allow the disinfectant to remain on surfaces 10 minutes